CASE study
103-109 Wardour Street London W1
Architect: Sheppard Robson Contractor: John Sisk
The development of a stylish 1910 structure in the heart of London’s Soho conservation
area presented its own challenges to provide safe roof-access for maintenance tasks.
Raptor abseil rail, lightweight davit arms and roof safety lines from the Sayfa Systems
Aviator range provided a range of flexible solutions.

THE PROJECT
“Raptor Rail is new to
me but, offering fall arrest, Involving the conversion of an elegant
1910 structure situated in the heart
fall restraint as well as
of the Soho conservation area, from
abseil options, it is
offices to high end residential use,
clearly a versatile and
presented multiple challenges.
The front and side elevations were
effective system”.
Henry Flanagan – Site Manager

retained but a new penthouse floor
was added and additionally a new
rear façade, with a more residential
aspect was to be added. When
complete the building is to consist of
9 luxury apartments over nine floors.

THE CHALLENGE
With a complex roofline and differing
styles of elevations providing a wide
variety of maintenance and access
challenges, a diverse range of safe
access solutions was required.
The Sayfa Systems range of Aviator
roof safety products provided a
solution for every eventuality.
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THE SOLUTION
Raptor Rail, a recent addition to
the Aviator abseil range, provided
a versatile solution to accessing
windows on two adjacent faces of
a new elevation at the rear of the
building, whilst the new lightweight
davit arm, the DA 300, provided a
portable solution to point access in
other areas.
Aviator roof lines were an economical
and easily installed solution to
varying areas of flat roofing to
enable easy access for maintenance
purposes. The Aviator shuttle, with a
failsafe security system to ensure it
stays securely connected to the roof
safety line when in use, glides along
the line and travels smoothly round
all corners, giving secure and easy
access to work areas.
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